The beta endpoint energies of several short=lived, low Z radioactive nuclides have been measured with an improved scintillation spectrometer. These values have been combined with recent half-life determinations to give the ft values. 
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If r or the group of superallowed transitions, the ft values tines l 2 , 7 increase with rra ss.
The ratio of gamma-ray intensity above 0.6 Mev to the intensity of the O.Sl Mev annihilation peak was less than two per cent.
A lS per cent resolution at 624 kev was obtained with the anthracene crystal and photomultiplier tube. The linearity of the scintill ation pick-up 'and recording equipment was tested w~th the 1 8 70, 2.24, 4.4S, and 13.4 Mev beta endpoints of p32, y90, Cl34, and Li, respectively.
The targets, calibration system, and master control system which are used with the improved scintill ation spectrometer are described. The control system automatical ly cycled the synchrotron, target and recording sys tem until a sufficient number of events to yield the desired statistical accuracy had been obta~~ed. Seventy discrete channel s of ir~or mation were obtained with the multichannel analyzer2 .
I. INTROD.JCTION ·AND LITERATURE SJRVEY
The purpose of this investigation was to determine the beta energy endpoints of some of the mirror nuclei which can be produced by the Iowa State College 70 Mev synchrotron. An improved scintillation spectrometer (l) permitted the attainment of much better statistical and calibration accuracies, and thereby better endpoint determinations than those obtained by previous investigators (2) .
The mirror nuclei considered here are those pairs of nuclei with f N -Z I = l where N and Z are the number of neutrons and proton, respectively in these nuclei. The beta endpoints of t hese are of special theoretical interest as will be indicated by the following paragraphs .
In formulating the general Fermi theory of beta decay (3) , there are five permissible Lorentz invariant interaction forms. Much experimental and theoretical work has been done to determine which of t hese forms are necessary to describe the observed beta spectra, since this information should be of assistance in determining the nature of nuclea r forces.
Fermi (4) , in his original theory, selected one of t hese f orms and obtained a set of selection rules called t he Fermi r ules. Gamou and Tellel' ( S) sho\ved that if another one of t hese forms 1-1as chosen it would better fit some of the existing data. The selection rules from this theory are called the Gamow-Teller or the G-T rules.
7o. Kofoed-Hansen, Phys. Rev. ~ l07S (l9S3).
....
For comparison of the al lo~>red spectra with experiment, the fi ve forms can be combined into two terms, and the probability for decay, P(E), of an electron of energy E in an energy interval dE can be ~Titten as P(E)dE = ( m 0 Schhw~ 7) F(E, Z)(E 2 -l)t E(E 0 -E)2dE } ' x <~r 11!2 + G2 G-T \J12) s where Gw and Grr-T are the Fermi and G-T coupling constants, respectively, Eo and E are tfie maximum beta e::ergy and the energy of the emitted beta particle, respectively, in m c~nits, Z is the nuclear charge of the daugh-. 0 ter product , F is the Ferrri function which corrects the observed electron energy for the effects of the Coulomb forces, m 0 is the rest mass of the electron, c is the velocity of light, -his Planck's constant divided by 2TT , and the absolute value squared integral terms are the Fermi and G-T type interaction terms. The terms in this e qu&tion can be ·ntegrated with respect to E and evaluated, and the result CcJ.n be \<Vritten as
where t is the half-life of the transition and f is a dimensionle ss integral >vhich corrects the observed half-life f or the effects of the nuclear Coulomb field and the energy distribution of the transition. The unknowns in this equation are the terms in the parent hesis .
iJigner ( 6), on the basis of his supermultiplet model , first calculated the integral squared terms for the mirror nuclei and those nuclei with two odd nuclei over an even core of N = Z. Hoszkowski ( 7) >vas the first to use the second equation to evaluate the ratios of the G's for these transitions. Trigg (8) made a detailed anal ysis using all the available data on the s uperallm.ved transitions and obtained a value of (GF/GG-T) 2 of O.S. Winther and Kofoed-Hansen ( 9) plotted the equation for the mirror nuclei and those nuclei which have closed shells in both neutrons and protrons plus or minus one particle , where x equals G6-T~~~ + G6-T)
They obtained a value for B of 2600 :!: 85 and for x of 0 . 50 ! O.OS.
The values of the integrals in the equation for B have been calculated for the s uperallowed transitions using various nuclear models and are listed for several nuclide s in the papers of Wigner, Trigg, and ,/inther. If the data were cons i.stent with a singl e value of x and B for a particular nuclear model, very st:ljOng support for this model rsc-469 would be obtained and the interaction strength constants, the G 1 s, could be calculated.
A large part of the uncertainties in the x and B are due to the uncertainties in the ft values used in the calculations. The purpose of this investigation was to obtai n a better determination of the beta endpoint energies for the mirror transitions and thereby the f values. The f values found are combined with the best available t 1 values in A description of the equipment used in tbis investigation has been published as ISC-359 (1). Further description will be given of only the components not covered in that, report. These are the cycle control circuit, the target transport system, the targets, and the scintillation pickup.
In order to produce enough activity in the element being investigated, it was necessary to have the target sample close to the 11 donut" of the synchrotron, since a thin target was used i n order to minimize the energy loss of the electrons as they were emitted during radioactive decay. It also was necessary to have the photomultiplier t ube used in the spectrometer at such a di stance from the synchrotron tha t the synchrotron's magnetic field would not interfere with the operation of the tube. This was achieved by the fast pneumatic target transport system which was controlled by the cycle programming equipment.
The transport sy stem consisted of a rectangular aluminum tube about ten feet long with one closed and one open end. A block of balsa, to which the target was attached by means of a nickel frame, was f ormed so that it would slide freely in the tube. A pipe was attached to the closed end of the tube so that by applying either more or less than atmospheric pressure to the pipe, the target could be made to rapidly move to either end of the t ube , i.e.; to the bombar d or t 1 "~ n:cord '/Osition . Vfue n the target was in the-record position, the radioacti>ve sa.'T~ple protruded from the end of t he tube and was positioned a ccur a tely parallel to the scintill ation cryst al and about ~" away.
All of the targets for th e bet a spectra except magnesium, silicon, and beryllium were prepared by pressing po~vder into a thin wafer with pressures of 5000 lb/in2. The wafers were 1.165 i nches in diameter and less than 50 mg/cm2 in thickness. The thickness was checked by weighing rsc-469 the samples after pressing . Those that were too heavy were discarded. The acceptable samples were then mounted with diluted Duco cement between two sheets of rubber hydrochloride <vhich had a thickness of 0.5 mg/cm2.
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The rubber hydrochloride was cemented to a rigid, light weight nickel frame which in turn '\fas fastened to the balsa wood block mentioned previously. The Silicon target was prepared by spreading over the same area enough powder to give it the desired thickness. It was bonded similarly. The magnesium target was prepared from strips of metal such tha t is presented a tar get one inch square by 0.005 inches in thickness. The beryllium target was similar to the magnesium one, except it tvas a solid sheet one inch square by 0.005 i nches. The constituents of the targets will be listed as they are discussed under the name of the isotope.
In order . to obtain enough counts per channel for good statistical accuracy, it was necessary to b ombard and record many times. This was facilitated by the automatic control equipment (Figure l The time of each of these operations could be varied as desired. The usual procedure was to have the duration of operations l and 3 equal two half-lives. The transit time, step 2, could be varied from less than one-half to t hree seconds, with one second being the usual time.
The time for step 4 could be varied from three to twelve seconds. The only long lived a ctivi ty that interfered with the shorter half-life mea surement >vas the 2. 5 minute activity of p30 in the phosphorus sample.
The time required to run a calibration and the unknown spectrum varied from two to five hours. For these periods the equipment 1-vas as stable and dri ft-free as the equipment used for testing, which was reliabl e to one-ha lf of one per cent. 
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photomultiplier tube, a cathode f ollower, a pulse generator, and · a step attenuator.
A typical scintillation crystal and phototube mount is shown in Figure 5 , page 13 of Phipp's thesis (10) with the exception that no MgO coating was used on the top 3.1 mg/cm 2 aluminum reflector through which t he beta-rays entered the crystal. A resolution of 15. percenj with a peak to valley ratio of three to one was obtained with t he Cs 1 7 internal conversion line. This was consistent with the resolution reported by Phipps. These data were taken with a 1.5 inch crystal mounted on a Dumont 6177 photomultiplier tube, and also with Boley's (2) 9 one inch crystal mounted on an RCA 5819 t ube. Tests to determine the energy lost by electrons in transversing the 3.1 mg/cm2 aluminum reflector indicated t hat the displacement of the apparent maximum of the 624 kev internal conversion electron peak of cslJI is less t han 10 kev. These te s ts were carried out by scanning the cesium 13 7 conversion peak after placing zero throu gh five 3.1 mg/cm 2 additional aluminum sheets between the source _ and the crystal.
The photomultiplier, step attenuator, and cathode follower circuit diagram is shown in Figure 2 . The voltage pulse for a single event had a total duration of about two microseconds. This was determined by t he capacity of the collector anode plus the input capacity of the cathode follower and the grid resistor. A pulse of nearly the same shape was produced by a 'Simple .pulse generator a nd was applied to the input of the cathode follower (ifter a tteriuation by the decade resistor network.
The step attenuator was made with precisi on resistors mounted on an eleven position stepping relay. This type relay was selected in order that it could be mounted beside the cathode follower ·and be controlled remotely. As shown in Figure 2 , the step attenuator could be disconnected from the cat hode follower by pushing the RESET button. In order to eliminate elec4l--tdcal "noise from the synchrotron, the pulse generator and the step attenuator control power cable were also disconnected while data we~ being taken.
In addition to the te sts of the equipment reported in ISC-359, additional checks of the linearity of the scintilla tion p icku~ and the rem~~nder of the eq~ipment were ~de by determining the beta-endpoints of P (11), y90 (11), Cl3 (12) , and LiS (13) . The results of these runs, Figures 3,4 ,11,12,21, and 22, sh ow that the equipment was linear to 13 Mev in agreement with the step attenuator calibration procedure.
Experimental Procedure and Calibr ation ' rhe camera used for recordi.ng the pulse information displayed on the oscilloscope was de signed for only 100 feet of film at a loading. 
Since it was not practical to reload the camera with the assurance that the position of the camera with respect, to the oscilloscope had not been changed, a r un was concluded when 100 feet of film had been used. This was enough to obtain good statisGical accuracy of the calibration and the unknm~rn spectra o
The procedure used in all cases in which cl34 served as a calibration spectrum was to bombard an unmounted .NH4Cl wafer f or one hour and then to place it on the top allumirm:n refle ctor of the scintillation tu~~ and crystaL In order to obtain the desired number of events from Cl , i t was necessary to record for about 30 minutes and to uce about 40 feet of filmo Next , a linearity calibr ation wa s recorded from the pulse generator a nd step attenuatoro As an add ed che ck, about 10 or 15 f ee t of y90 was recorded 1.v:L th. such a film speed as to yield a high den5i ty of dots near the endpoint of the spectrum. The renainder of the 100 feet of film was used to record the activity of interest.
The film was devel oped arrl processed thro:1gh the multichannel analyzer as described in ISC-359.
The data obtai ned from the a utomatic film scanner were number of counts and step attenuator positions versus the channel number. The channel number scale i.s later converte·d to an eneq,ry scdle. .ber s at which the calibration pulses appear are plotted, the nonlinearity of the equipment shows up as the deviation from the straight line. As can be seen, the equipment was linear within experimental error except at either end. This nonlinearity is due at the lower end tb the nonlinear resistances of the crystal diodes in the clipping circuit~ and at the upper end to the nonlinear charachteristic of the oscilloscope for large del'le ctions o By keep in §; the pulse sizes -vri thin the linear range of the eq~ipment, the positi on of the "baseline" or zero pulse amplitude could be obtained by extrapoldtion of the cali bration curveo That this zero was the true zero within experimental error was verified by the linearity experimentso Th e b~seline can also be inferred .fumtre statement by Birks (14) that if the voltage pulse height from an anthracene photomultiplier spectrometer is plotted versus energy for the electrons stopped b-y the crysta l, the plot is linear above 12) kev and the linear p ortion, if extra polated, .crosses the er.e r gy axis at plus 25 kevo For most of the figures, 25 kev is of the order of one dot r adius , hence the ze ro correction for any saturation effect is probably negligibleo With the zero amplitude " baseline 11 determined, it is ne cessary to determine the energy Qf at least one other point in the linear re gion of the equipment in order to have an energy c a libra t~on. For most of the data, the 4o45 Jviev (12) be ta-ray endpoint of Cl34 and the 2o24 Mev Because f is a function of nuclear charge and ener gy, a n energy scale must b e assumed before a cal ibration K~lrie plot can c e made. This was done by selecting a su i table channel number from · inspection of the observed spectrum and assigning to it the known endpoint energy . A Kurie plot v..ras made with t hi s a ssurnption and a new channel number endpoint determined. Th i s new endpoint was used for the next Kurie plot. This process converged rap idly to a unique endpoint.
An examination of the Kurie plots will show a fairly long strai ght portion near the end ~~th the points bending up from the straight line at ei ther end. The bending near the endpoint is caus ed by the resolution s pread of the instrument. Calculat ions itlhich riake corrections possible have been made by Palmer and Laslett (16 ) . With the exception of p30 ( Figure 14 In rraking the se correct ions, it was necessary to know the resolution of the instrume nt at the energy at which the correction 1,ras being m1de. This \'ITUS obtained for a ny energy by mea suring the resolution for the csl37 conversion line and using the fact t hat the re so lution is knoV<n to g o inversely as the s quare root of the energy.
Becau se of the b end~ng of the Kurie plcts at .lower energies, s:veral tests were run on cl34, y90, and p32 to determlne over what portlon of the spectrum the Kurie plots could be relied upon for endpoint determinations. Figure 4 shovJs the result of one such test. This may be comp ared with sorre of the cl34 calibrat ion Kurie plots. These Kurie plots and the Kurie plot of LiS indicate that an allowed spectrum will give a straight Kurie plot for about the upper one-third c· f the spectrum from 2 to 13 Mev, when a s cintillation counter is u sed as a detector.
In an attempt to determine the cau se of t his bending, the spectra shown in Figures 5 and 6 were run. The chlorine 34 sources were extracted by the Szilard-Chal mers {17) process from a bombarded vo l ume of CClJ.p The activity was deposited upon a 3.1 mg/cm2 aluminum backing and placed three inches from the top of the crystal a nd on the axis of symmetry of the tube and crystal. There "\'Jere four runs of 50 feet of film each. In the first run, a lead shield t hree eighths of an inch thick with a one-half inch hole was placed so that the s hield was one inch from the top of the crystal and the hole was on tbe axis of symmetry of the system. In the second experiment the lead shield uas removed and a lead cylinder threeeighths of an inch high and one-half an inch in diameter uas placed in the p osition occupied by the hole. This was accomplished with the use of a s heet of 0.5 me/cm2 r ubber hydrochloride which was a lso in place when the first run was made in order to have identical energy losses outside of the crystal. The t hird experiment vJCJ.S like the first except that the lea d -vra s replaced with al uminum. The fourth experiment was wl th no shield of any type.
In the spectra obtained with the le ad cyl inder versus the hole ( Figure 5 ) it can be seen that the number of counts at a given energy for the cylinder is less than the number vrith the hole for high energies and is greater for low energies. This indicates that loss of electrons through the edges of crystal caused some of the hi gh energy electrons to b e counted as lo.......-energy electrons which , in turn, caused the Kurie plot to bend upward a t lo"l-l'er energies. ThE rapid turn up at about channel 34 is cau sed by a second beta group in cl3 '.
Because of the small solid angle permitted with the hole and the weak .
activities of the targets, it was not possible to use this method to straighten the Kurie plots.
Errors in Endpoint Determinations
The probable errors quoted wi th the beta endpoint energies are due to the uncertainties in the calibration energies, the zero ene r gy point, and the endpoint channel numbers determi ned from the Kur ie plots for both the calibration and unknovm spectra.
As mentioned previously, a zero ene rgy point could be determined by the use of a ca librated step attenuator. The pro bable error i n each step attenuator calibration point is about the radius of the dot. The zero point was obtained by extrapolating the linear portion of the step attenuator setting versus channel number until the channel number axis was intersected. This zero had a probable error of less t han one-half of a channel. One-half channel was used for error calculations.
Both y90 and cl34 have been measured by magnetic spe ctrometers, but the error s in the quoted endpoints are large enough tha t th ey must be considered in determining 9 6he probable errors i n these measurements. In addition to the se errors, additional errors were intro duce d in determining the endpoints f rom the Kurie plot s . To de termine the endpoint, only t he high energy straight section of ea ch Kurie plot was us ed. In order t o det ermine what portion of the Kurie plot Wd S the strai gh t section, a strai ght edge was used to connect as many dots as possible, with an allowable deviation of one dot di ameter . The n, a least squares best fit was ma de to the points along t his r egi on. The p robable error from this method was not more than one-half of one channel. One-ha lf channel was used a s the probable erro r for calculations.
The quoted pro babl e error, en, fo r t he unknown endpoint energy, En, Will be defined for the case of n calibr ation points. Let Ei, i = 0,1,2,···, n-1, be t hen ener gy calibration points; Vi be t he channel numbers corresponding to t hese point s ; En and Vn be t he unknown energy and channel number, respectively; ei and vi be the probable errors in Ei and Vi , i = O,l,2,···,n, respectively; and A and K be constants to be determined. Since the equ i pment was linear,
To make a least squares be st f it, the function -K(V. The error determined in thi s man4er a greed very well with t hat obse rved in the repea ted r uns of Cl3 and y9°. A further check was furnished by the severa l determinati ons of each unknown. From the close grouping of values in Table l for e a ch unknown determination, it can be seen that t he uncertai nties in the ener gies of the calibration points repr esent a large fraction of the p robable error. The fraction of the probable error from this cause ranged from a bout one-third for Mg23 to one-half for ca39 . If Cl34 and y90 could be det ermined more accurately, t hese quoted errors could be reduced.
Discrepancies in the values reported her e and others will be discus sed under the isotope in que stion.
III. APPLICATIONS TO SOl1E S:JP.SHAL LOWED TRANSITIONS Magnesium 23
Hg 2 3 was formed by a ( o , n) reaction on stable Mg24. The target .
was made from 0. 00) inch f oiL The long er hali-life permitted the a ctivity to be recorded ~i th more ea se than m1y of the other activities. For this reason, Mg 2 3 was used to test t h e equipment 0 The three runs shown in Table l were made in July, Augu st, and October. The two earlier runs were made h~th the one inch crystal used by Boley . The statistics of the October run, the result s of which are sh o>vn in Fi;:;ures 7 and 8, wer e better t han those of t he other two . y90 >vas u sed as t !:1e calibration spe ctrum in all cases .
The t hree r uns were aver aged and the va lue of 2 . 95 "" 0 . 07 Mev was assigned to Mg23 . This agrees very well with the value by Boley and Zaffarano of 2.99 + Ool O Mev and the 2. 8 Mev cloud chamber measurement (2 4 ) o Except for a possible very v-Jeak hi gh ener gy t all in the October run 9 t here was no evidence for another beta group.
The agreement with Bol ey in this ca se and the disagreement in the other case s can be expl ained in part by the fact tha t no other beta transition is apparently excited oy 70 Hev x-ray bombardment. Since no other noticeable bet a group existed, Boley' s assumed endpoint, whi ch was p robabl y based on an extrapolation of the straieht portion of the Kurie plot to the enerGY axis, wa s t he correct endpoint within experimental error . Discussions of the effects of a second be t a eroup are made under the isotopes with iliich a second beta group Ha s observed.
Silicon 27
Si2 7 was formed by a (~,n) reaction on 5i28. silicon powder better than 97 per cent pure with ity being iron at L S pe r cent maximum. Figures
The t ar get was of the greatest impur-9 and 10 s how the .., .....
STEP ATTENUATOR
CALIBRATION .,. 
ISC-469 Phosphorous 29 and 30
In order to produce P 2 9, it was necessary to obtain a ( 0', 2n) reaction on p3l. In addi tion to the p29, p30 is produced. Usually, other activities can be ignored by energy or half-life consi derations, but this was not so in this case. Since there were some discrepancies in the reported value of p30, a spectrum of p30 '1-ras recorded and the Kurie plot nade.
To obtain the p30 spectrum, p31 in the form of a pressed wafer of red phosphorous was bombarded for five minutes with the synchrotron at maximum energy and t.'len allowed to decay for three minutes before the recording apparatus was started. Figures 11 and 12 show the spectrum and the 3.32 Hev value obtained .from the Kurie plot.
p30 was produced in large quantities and a strong background of it built up in the attempt to run p29 giving another endpoint determination of 3. 30 Hev for p30 (Figures 13 and 14) . While this Has not the result sought, it was very useful as a check on the first run. Due to the strong background of p30, the p29 endpoint deter~nation cannot be considered reliable. Since any value obtained by this method could not improve the accuracy of the 3.945 + 0.010 Mev beta e ~point value (30) , no further attempt was made to record the spectrum of p29.
The assigned value of 3.31 ~ 0.07 M ev for p30 is in fairly good agreement with the values of previous vJork. The value of 3.5 Mev >vas obtained with a spectrometer in 1941 (31) . No experimental error was reported for this value. The 3.4 Mev value was obtained qy absorption (32) and the 3. 0 value '"'t th a cloud chamber (28 ) .
Figures i3 and 14 serve as eood examples oi the difficulty of observing the ((),2n) reaction over the (~ ,n) reaction and, also, the effects of endpoint corrections. In Fi~e 14 , the open circles along the lmver portion of the line labelled as p30 are the result of ap>plying the endpoint corrections on the basis of a 3.30 Mev endpoint. From the result of these corrections, it can be seen that a weaker second beta group may be overlooked if its endpoint lies near the endpoint of the stronger group.
Sulfur 31
g3l was formed by a ( 1 ,n) rea ction on s32. The target was pressed sulfur powder. All of the recordings were made with the beam at 65 Mev, the bombard and record time at five seconds, and th~ record delay ~t one second. Figures 15 and 16 are the spectrum ·and Kurie plot obtai ned for one of the runs. In addition to the endpoints recorded for s3l, t here was another activity formed \vith an endpoint of 3. 
rsc-469 intensity of this group as co Fpared to the higher energy g roup v.ras estimated to be about one to two for the 65 Mev bombardments. This activity seemed t o be long lived a s compared to the cycle duration 1 und when measured by Kline (JJ), · a half -life in agreement with the 2.5 minute half-life of pJO was obtained. This agrees with the discussion in Silicon 2 7 regarding the amount of the ( 'f, pn) and (t, d)
reactions as compared to the (<l,n).
Kofoed· ··H&'1sen predicts a half-life of 1.8 seconds and a naximum oeta energy of 4 ,19 Mev for sJO . With the cycle times used and the low initial production of sJO expected, the sJO Should not be evident over the background of sJl. If any was observed, it could not be separated from the bending of the Kurie plot caused by the los5 o.l high er"ergy electrons through the edge of the crystal. Since Phipps found a 2.40 :_ 0.07 second half-life in sJl, the principal beta group 'tvas ass igned to this isotope .
Jl
The ti-m runs with the clJ4 calibrations were assigned most of the weight in determining the 4.50 ~ 0.10 Mev endpoint value for sJl, because the sJl endnoint value was very c lose to the Cl34 endpoint value .
The value of 4 . 50 + 0.10 Mev i s in considerable disagreement with the value of 4 . 06 + 0 . 20 Hev by Bo ley and t.~e two cloud chamber measurements of 3.85 ~ 0 . 07 (34) and 3 .87 + 0 . 15 Mev (35) . The second beta group with an endpoint energy of 3.3 Mev-ma y have led 3oley to assume too low an endpoint for endpoint corrections. An extrapolation of the middle portion of the Kurie plot until it crossed the energy axis gave a va lue ol' about 4.0 Hev.
Chlorine 33 and 34
The targets for both the cl33 and the cl34 were rrade of pressed NHhCl. The Cl34 calib ration target was unmou nted, but the target for the t hree attenpts to measure Cl33 was mounted in the usual rnarmer. The synchrotron was run at 65 Mev maximum beam energy and the cycling equipment was set to bombard four seconds and to record four seconds 01-fter a delay of from one-half to one second. A short half-life was observed and recorded . Only one beta group with an endpoint of 4 . 45 = 0 . 10 Mev was observed. This is in agreement with the work of Arber ar.d Stahelin (36) vrhich showed that the 1.58 second triplet isotopic spin state of Cl34 decays with a 4. 45 Mev rra ximum beta e.-.ergy.
The masking of the ((, 2n) reactions by the ( ~n) reactions is in a greement vl::i. th the as signments in other parts of this vlOrk and is, also~ in agreement v1::i. th the findings of Edward:; and NacMilliun that the re_a iye yields of the reactions are probably of the order of one to ten, respect-.., ively. This would be further decreased due to the delay before recording if the half-life of cl33 were shorter t han that of Cl34.
Potassium 38
The targets vJere made of KI for three of the runs. The target for the other run was made of KF . These were pressed powder wafers which were mounted as described earlier. The targets were bombarded for two seconds and recorded for two secon9.s a fter a delay of about one-half second vJi t h the exception of the 5.10 Mev y90 determination whi ch was bombarded for six seconds and counted for six seconds after a delay of about one second.
The intention in bombarding KI was to produce K37 which was ·reported by Phipps (10), Boley (2), a nd Langmuir (37) to have a halflife of about one second. The value by Phipps of 0.98 + 0.02 seconds is · Considered the best of t hese measurements. KI was bombarded and a halflife of about one second was observed. This was recorded and the endpoint was determined to be ).06 + 0.11 Mev. Figures 17 and 18 show the spectrum and Kurie plot of one of the determinations . The value s of the five determinations agree within experimental error. In determining the assign·ed endpoint value of ).06 Hev· t he endpoint val ues determined by the y90 was assigned half t he weight of the values determined by the Cl34 calibration.
There are seyeral reasons for ass i gning the ),06 Mev value to K38 rather than to K37. Stahelin's (38) recently reported half-life of 0.95 ~ 0.03 seconds together with Kofoed-Hansen's expected half-life of 0.9 seconds and maximum beta energy of 4.84 Mev agree very well with this as signment of ).06 M ev to K37 • . Neither Phipps, Boley, nor Langmuir reported an attempt to determine if the half-life which they reported could be produced below the ((,2n) threshold. Because of the thin samples and the decrease in the beam intensity a s the energy was lowered, it was not possible to run the synchrotron below the (o,2n) threshold and to produce enough activity to record. · Stahelin and Kofo ed-Han sem state that the one second half-life of K38 belongs to the triplet isotopic spin state and the 7.7 minute halflife to the singlet state. Since the triplet and singlet states are expected not to differ much in energy, as in the case of cl34, the ).06 I'1ev assignment is in good agreement with the 2.8 M ev beta group plus 'the 2.16 Hev gamma-ray. The 7. 7 minute K38 I?robably decays by beta emission to the 2.16 Mev excited state of A3~ which decays by gamma emmision.
Kofoed-Han sen predicts t hat if the isotopic spin is a "good quantum number 11 , the ft values would be expected to be the same for all similar .., .... The -vmrk of Ed~•aros and MacMillian indicates that the ratio of K37 to K38 produced should be about one to ten. There was some evidence of a s econd weaker beta group with an endpoint energy of 3. 9 !. 0. 2 Hev. In 37 the t hree ca ses in which the bombard time and record time ~ere about two seconds and the delay b efore recording about one-half of a· second, estitn3.tes o.f the recorded intensities of the two g roups gave ratios ol' a bout · one to five. \.Jhen the six second bombard, one second delay, and six second record cycle was run, the ratio of the recorded intensi ties was about one to two . Thi s indica tes that the 3 . 9 Hev group is longer lived than K38 and is probably due to K37. Besides being the strongest activity recorded another indication that the 5.06 Mev beta group belongs to K38 was obtained from the ca lcium bombardment. A second beta group ol' 5. 05 Mev wc.~. s found in calcium. The r atio s o.f the recorded intensities in calcium of the 5.05 Mev to the 6. 10 Hev group was a bout one to two for the 65 Mev bombard111ents ar:.d a l::Jou t one to fou r for the 40 Mev bombardment . Also, since no gammaray lines o.f the intensities necessary for the 5.05 Mev group tvere observed in calcium, the 5.05 Mev group is assumed to be caused by a reaction other than the (o,n) reaction.
If Ealey actually measured a mixture of K37 and K38, he would have probably assumed an endpoint of about 4.5 M ev on ~vhich to base his resolution correcti ons and would get fairly g ood agreement with his data .
Calcium 39
The tar get was ma de of pressed Cal powder. ca39 '.-Ji.l. S produced by a ((,n) r ea ction on ca40. The ca39 spectrum was recorded fo ur times, of which t hree were at 65 Hev tn3.ximum bedm energy and the fo c1rth a t 40 Since the 6. 10 Mev value was the best determination, 6. 10 + 0 . 11 i1ev was chos en as the endpoint value of ca39. The two lower val ues are not considered to b e as accurate a s the t ;.Jo upper values . This is because for one of the determinations, t he cal ibr at i on was only by y90; and for the other, f igure 22, the scale wa s such that only the last four points of the Kurie plot determined the endpoint. The upper two values we r e both obtained by Cl34 and y90 calibrations.
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The value of 6 .10 ~ 0.15 Mev disagrees both with Boley's value of 5.13 + 0.20 Mev and Bramms and Smith's value of 6.7 ~ 0 . 5 Mev (40) . The latter value was setermined by absorption techniques~ The difference between the value reported here for ca3 9 and Boley 1 s va lue can be explainera by the second beta group, discussed under Potassium 38 which Boley was unable to detect with his equipment. The number of channels for cal-. cium in Figures 21 and 22 is about the same as used in Boley's determinati on. Since he had a reported 44 per cent resolution for the 624 kev csl37 line, the bends in the Kurie plot would have been obscured and attributed to resolutio n ~~read. This would have led him to assume too lmi an endpoint for resolution corrections and thereby obtain toolow a value.
According to Kofoed-Hansen, ca38 should have a half-life of 0. 7 seconds and a maximum beta energy of 5.21 Me v. This half-life and energy are not -mu-ch different than those for K.38. The amount of Ca38 produced as compared to the amount of K38 is probably about one to two for the 65 Hev bombardments. Because of the delay of about 0.5 seconds between bombarding and recording, the amount of ca38 recorded as compa red to the amount of K38 recorded would be reduced by another factor of about two.
. Since the second b~ta group's endpoint of 5.05 Mev agreed With the endpoint assigned to K3e and since the intensity of the 5.05 Mev beta group as compared to the 6.10 Mev beta group was reduced by a factor of tHo when the maximgm boml:arding energy was reduced, the 5.05 Hev energy was assigned to ~ and the 6.10 value to ca39. Ga!'llm'1-rays In order to determine that the other beta groups were not caused by another branch in the decay process, the activities investi gated were searched for gamma-rays. The results of this search indicate that if branching does occur, it occurs in such small amounts that it would not show in the beta spectra in this investigati?n. ·
The gamma-ray sources were prepared by filling a nickel box with t he rna terial. to be b ombarded. The box was made the size of the balsa block so t hat the same transport system co .1ld be used . This permitted the Na i(Th) crystal, >vhich was used for recording the gammas, to be placed in a position Hhere it would not be activated by the X-ray beam from the synchrotron. About 0.5 inches of aluminum absorber Here placed betvleen the target aul the crystal. This was s ufficient to stop the expected beta-rays.
Two methods were used in this p art of the investigation. The first was to bombard the target and to t ake still pictures. The r esul ts, which were also visible on the oscillograph, gave the expected intense line at ISC-469 0.51 Mev and t he Compton edge resulting from it. Since only one beta group was observed lv:i t h a n endpoint Hi thin 0.5 Mev of the reported endpoints, ar,d s inc e t here was no evidence of any strong gamma -ray lines with energy less than 0.5 M ev besides that due to the a nnihilation radiation, no further investigations were carried out in this region.
In order t o determine if the -second beta groups observed were accompanied by gamma rays, the following procedure 1-Tas used. Instead of taking photographs of the spectra, the number of gamma-rays with energies above the annihilation peak was compared to the total number >nth energies above some fixed value in the nei ghbo rhood of 0. 2 Mev.
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This was a ccomplished in the follo>nng manner. The e quipme nt for recording 1-Tas set up as described for the photographs except that, instead of taking pictures, the pulses from t he amplifier were fed into a discriminator which 7 i f fired, produced a pulse tLJ.t 1-Tas counted by a scaler. The discriminator used vJas a single ch arJ.Tiel differential analyzer, of the Oak Ridge type, used in the integral po~ition. \vith the gain control on the amplifier turned to the lowest of ten fixed positions which res t:.lted in an attenuation of about three times, the discriminator was set just above the annihilation peak. This was checked by o~serving that it passed the csl3 7 0.66 Eev gamma-ray . .fuen the gain of the ar.1plifier Has turned to its maximum positio n, pulses of about 0. 2 !lev were p3. ssed.
The cycling equipment was operated such that the sample was bombarded and then counted for a few cycles . If no background >vas being built up, the runs we~e averaged and the figures were rounded off to the values s~; mm in Table 2 . Huns were made with the ainplifier gain set at minimmn and maximum, >ntt and uitho~t the target, resulting in four sets of data for each bom'.:Jardment energy. Trial runs on magnesium were :nade at various bo~barmnent ener gies. Due to the low intensity of the sychrotron X-ray beam at low energies, it was necessary to raise the beam energy to 30 :r; ev before a usable amount of activity could be produced. Runs uere made at 30 and 35 rfev ;w.ximun team energy. T ble 2 g ives the results of the~ e runs.
The background for all the similar runs >-Jithout a target was ave~aged to give the gamma-ray background in the room. If the backgrounds are subtracted from t h e appropriate columns, an estimate of the r c..tio of gam.m-rays above 0 . 6 Hev to those above 0. 2 Mev can be obtained. lor the 35 Hev bombardmer;ts the r atio is the order of t wo per cent in e ::1 ch c a se. Since t h ese valc1es represented integr a ted spectra, it can b e concluded that if branching occurs with the emission of a gamma-;-ray of greater than Oo6 Hev energy, t he intensity of these transitions·· is very small as compared to t he annihilation r adiation intensi ty o a further conclusion is that the second beta groups are not du e to branc~1 -ing since the intensities would be so lm..r t hat they would not recordo ISC-469 The endpoint energies obtained in this investigation and the best known values of the half-lives are combined in Table 3 . to give the ft values.
i'lith the exception of K38 and cl34, the ft valuec increase as the atomic number increases. This indicates Lhat the ft value assigned to K38 does not seem to belong to the mirror nuclei, but to the triplet Nuclei Hg23 Si27 s31 cl3h K38 ca39 p30 Si nce improved equipment is bein~ developed, these activities s hould be examined at;ain for second beta groups and for better endpoint determinaticns. The endpoints should be re-run if enough activity can be produced below the (o, d ) threshold to record.
Further inves tic-ations should be made for gal11I'1a-rays, especially below 0.51 '·Tev.
